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SIDEA
Tape Counter Reading (000)
GT:

Chris, can you just tell me how you got involved, if! can call it that, in the
Charismatic Movement?

CW:

1975 I matriculated. From Denominational routes. Don't know whether it's
worthwhile mentioning which one, and then I went to Rhodes in 1976 to study
Arts Degree, History and Geography. And during that time, my sister, who
was studying nursing, a Nursing Diploma through Addington, attended what
was called the Invisiible Church and she got particularly excited about the
things of God and when I came through for my vac in July, she said I had to
with her to the Invisible Church. I had a measure of scepticism influenced not
by my own experience, but by the comments of others, about Pentecostalism
in general and so I was quite apprehensive about going, but decided out of my
love for [inaudible] to attend.
(017)
It was an interesting meeting inaudible particularly because two things
happened simultaneously. The frrst was my own Church culture, was needless
to say offended by the what I saw - the laid-backness of it, the seemingly
irreverence - and yet simultaneously, there was within me, as a person, a great
and favourable response to what I saw. The obvious love the people had for
God. The fact that they gannented their love in a genre or an experience, and a
garment of their cultiure.
(025)
And so, on the one hand I was intrigued, concerned, apprehensive - on the
other hand feeling that yes, I could be part of this. I went back to Rhodes in the
end of ... to complet,e my year, and when I came back in December, there was
some English Evang1!list in Town, can't remember his name, and although I'd
had some nominal Clhristian experience and exposure, I went along to the
meeting, actually made a public commitment to Christ. And the guy who
counselled me that niight was Nelson Nurse, who was the leader of the
Invisible Church. And be said to me at the time, which I really appreciate, you
know, you cannot just flow to get [inaudible] locked into a Church. And
because I'd been to the Invisible Church as a ... in midyear, I decided to go
back.

(033)
But at the same time, I was living in Westville with my folks. It was a pretty
exciting thing happening amongst the Anglicans and the like, and so, whilst
getting progressively more and more involved in the lnvis., my own kind of
social-economic routes were in Westville. My friends were in Westville, so I
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got involved there and attended many of the Charismatic meetings that were
here, there and everywhere at the time. And on Sundays, tended to get more
and more involved in the lnvis.,
(040)

and then plug more and more into the local Church and less and less into a
more nebulous kind of ... running around from one meeting to the next.
GT:

Okay.

CW:

Is that sufficient?

GT:

Ja. That's great. And then, taking that from the bridge, from your early
involvement, how did Glenridge come out of all that?

CW:

OK. Well, I became very involved with Invis. I saw it from it's fledgling days
at the Lutheran Church, down in the Prince Alfred Street area, God blessed the
work in many ways. There were five of us. And then Nelson left to plant into
London, and we, we: gained quite a momentum of planting both in South
Africa [inaudible] overseas, planted into Pinetown, 'Maritzburg, East London,
Port Elizabeth. You must just tell me if anything's irrelevant, all right?

GT:

[inaudible]

CW:

I'll just anticipate your questions. Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria. Plant
into London, into Amsterdam and we're on our way to the Americas, when the
wheels came off, really, firstly, in London. And it was a very important time
for me, Glen,
(052)
because what, I was :fairly young. I was made an elder when I was about 19 or
20; led worship; them a home group; did a lot of street preaching. I was still a
student up on the hiU here; finished my degree; and saw the zeal and the
passion of the people. But at the end of the day, that was not enough to carry
them. And so in the late '70's, the heady '?O's really, the Invis. was blossoming.
We did a lot of work amongst the strugglers and stragglers. I was about 21,
when I ran, with two other guys, ran a house, out of a large communal house
in Vause Road, in which we were ministering to - one was a prostitute; one
was an ex-addict; om~ was a guy who did time for murder in prison; some
weighty dudes. And, er, so, I was forced to move out of my very comfonable
closet of middle-class environment, into street people, with the street people,
which was an incredibly helpful experience.
(063)
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But the late '70's was both the pinnacle of the Invisible Church and it's demise
... the beginning of it's demise, because using Biblical language, the wine skin
was not capable of cajpturing. We didn't understand eldership government. We
didn't understand many of the wineskin Biblical patterns that we do today.
And so, although the :zeal was there, the passion was there, the fire was there,
at the end of the day, we needed more than that. And ... um. In the end of
1980, I got married, graduated and I started my two years down at Oudtshoom
- National Service in 1he Officers' School. And during 1980, many of the
leaders began to leave: the Invis. and the wheels began to wobble quite
seriously. I came back, sorry that was '81 , '82. '80 I got married; '81 I did my
first year; 182, I came back to Natal Command and the Church was really not
in a good place.

(075)
And then in '83, Carl who ... Carl Cronje, who was leader of the Church, left
in about May, and just ... I guess the reins fell in my hands. I was a school
teacher at DHS at the time. So I was teaching during the week, and then
ministering over the week ends. Really had very little clue of what to do other
than preach and try and facilitate a Church that was really declining.
(081)
And then in July, 1983, I met Dudley Daniel and got linked in with the New
Covenant guys, the Apostolic team, and then we officially closed the Invisible
Church down in September, '83, and started Glenridge Christian Fellowship as
it was in those days.
GT:

Right. And where was the first location of Glenridge?
(084)

CW:

We met at the Albany Hotel in the Conference Room. Then we went across to
Parkview Senior Primlll')' School here at [inaudible) Park, then to Glenwood
High School for probably, I don't know the exact dates, for about seven years
and we've just moved to the DLI [inaudible).

GT:

OK. And numbers? How have numbers sort of fluctuated during the years?

CW:

Well. We started out, er, when we, when Glenridge had it's inception, in the
region of about 40 folk coming to midweek meetings. I don't remember
exactly how many folk came in the evenings, Sunday evenings, but it wasn't
that big because we fitted into the. Conference Room there.
(091)
For the first years, bec:ause we had come out of, 1 think a very unhealthful
situation, it's never very easy to pick up a Church that ... where the wheels had
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come off where the leaders had left. People tend to get disillusioned; they tend
to be suspicious of leadership; they tend to be apprehensive. And then of
course, the strength andl the weakness of me coming through the ranks, was
that, on the one hand, I was buddies with everyone else which was good on the
friendship side, but it tc,ok a little bit longer for people to embrace me as their
leader. I was kind of one of them, you know.
(098)
So it had a bit of a strerngth and a weakness. Um ... , and then when we moved
to Parkview, we grew slowly. The first ... Then the first few years very, very
slow growth. I think Gcid was very gracious to do that. Of course, you want
the church to grow. I remember clearly being stuck on about 120 people and
just not finding any growth and then kind of breaking the 300 mark which was
quite a major thing. Then breaking the 500 mark, you know. And now we're in
the stage where we need to break a thousand mindset. We are getting a
thousand fo~ but we really need to sort of start breaking that to get into the
2000, 3000 mark, you know.
(108)
It would really have gone exponentially, very slow growth initially, very, very
slow where we found our feet. Gained experience. Stopped making dramatic
mistakes. That would probably have been the case for the first six years or so.
Very limited growth. Irr the last 18 months to two years, I'd say, we've seen
fairly dramatic growth. But that's I think in the eyes of the people, both in
your own Church as well as the community, we need to establish credibility.
You know.
(114)

You can come in and put on a good show, which people will attend, but that's
not Church. Church is people in relationship doing something for God
together. And you can draw a crowd by having a good show, but that's not a
building a local church as we understand it, anyway. So it took us a while. I'm
really, really relieved it did, because the challenges ofleading a large Church,
I would not have been able to cope with some years ago. We didn't have the
infrastructure; we didn't have the people; we didn't have the understanding. So,
um, I'm very grateful it :took us a while to get here.
(121)

GT:

And how do you see ~hat infrastructure, understanding, sort of progressing
over the years?

CW:

My own gifting is very much one, if you use the Matthew 9, Luke 5 analogy
of the wine and the wim: skin, my gifting leans more towards the wine skin
than towards the wine. You know, people who tend to move more
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prophetically, and I think at times I can, but it's not the major thrust, tend to
thrive on the wine dynamic, But when I read Scripture, I read Scripture with
... with the view to e:stablisbing God's pattern.
(129)

And it's quite amazing how often took first to God's panem; God's proscribed
way; God's model; God's wine skin; God's way. And, er, both in sitting under
Doug Daniel's apostolic ministry as well as my own reading of Scripture,
began to formulate my own understanding. So when I first started off ...
(133)

For example, when we started the Church, I saw it almost as a place where you
preached a message and you counselled a few people ... er, and people get
saved. But then I began to look at Scripture and in the book of Ephesians, Paul
gives eight pictures of the Church. Church [inaudible] once, but then there're
eight pictures, so that we are not guilty and I think that [inaudible] weaknesses
ofthe Charismatic Move per se, it has had a very poor Ecclesiology, a very
poor understanding of the Church. And as a result the Church has been
weakened in the area:s that is not inaudible and of course stronger in the other
ones.
(141)
So, I began to look iillto it and saw, for example, the word, God's
workmanship, where we have to demonstrate it's creativity and ... I'm not
wanting to have to pr,each a sermon here, but this might or might not be
helpful ... ?
GT:

No, it would be.

CW:

Er ... Where ... where you are the workman of God, the workmanship of God,
the handiwork of God, you are the clay, is the [inaudible], that kind of thing.
So, a local Church ne,eds to demonstrate creativity. It's not predictable; it's not
boring; it's not ritualistic; it's not repetitive. Because God creates, you know.
(147)

Paul says in Corinthians: At first the natural, then the supernatural. So you
look around you, the matural. As a surfer, you'll know, no two waves are the
same; the botanist will see no two flowers are the same; the climatologist will
see no two clouds are the same. And we as ..., the Christian Church will say
there are no two meetings that are the same. You know, no two times of God's
demonstration it should be the same. It should always be different.
(152)
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There's a marvellous poem by a poet called, Steve Turner. He says history
repeats itself, has to. No one listens. And in Church history, that's exactly the
case. That we should! have been progressing continuously rather than simply
falling back onto the old pattern and the old ... old ways. So, we began to see
that the Church was very rich. We shouldn't be reductionists. We shouldn't
reduce Church to this lowest common denominator.
(158)
So we looked at the workmanship. We looked at the Church being the temple
of God; the building of God; the bride of Christ; the army; the body; and so
on. And so it helped 1us to understand the full width of a God [inaudible] mind.
We spoke about the Church. Because again a second failing of the Charismatic
Church, because of it's poor ecclesiology, was that it was very apprehensive
to get involved in political matters, or social matters.
(164)
Because it's ecciesiol1ogy was: Church equals songs, sermons and signs, you
know. But it forgets that the social is essential in it's make-up. And so we
began to find ourselv1;:s challenged in those things so, ... I don't know ifl'm
anticipating a question? You must interrupt me ...
GT:

No, please go on.
(169)

CW:

Um, I began to feel as God began to work amongst us, for example, on the
social side, that it was: an area of deficiency within the Charismatic
community. And so I began to speak out against apartheid, by both personal
conviction and as well as theology. I ... there was sufficient theology to
motivate it. I marched with the 20 000 - 30 000 people when they went
through West Street. .And I had my little banner: Pastor against Apartheid. I
felt in a small way, it was the way I could demonstrate that even the
Charismatic Church, which is often viewed as irrelevant in the social
struggle, actually could be very relevant because it too, stands against
injustices.
(179)

We also had in the late '80's, I think it was 1989, a conference entitled:
"Towards a Multi-cultural Church". The challenge was, we felt God said the
Church should be a priophetic community. In other words, it needs to become
what the world will become.
(183)
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It needs to begin to shape what the world will become. Men, who I feel, the
Charismatic Church largely ignored to their own detriment, men like Beyers
Naude and Nico Smiit, were forerunners of a relevant Church. I didn't agree
with all of their theology on all matters, but certainly, I ... they had ample
biblical authority for which to say the things they said and did ... do the
things. Again, I did not agree with everything but with enough of it. And so,
we felt that we needed take a stand on those things as well, from the Pulpit.
We ... we sent teams out to go and work in the townships; to live in the
Townships; to make friends cross-culturally; to march as we did. And over the
years, we've become more involved with, for example the street children. At
the moment, we run a house in the Point Road area, for prostitutes' kids
where the kids can come and we look after them during the evening. We
actually have the Mayor's support on that one, which is quite exciting. And,
those kinds of endeavours whereby we can fulfil the broadest call of what the
local Church is.

(197)
GT:

Chris, could you maybe, pinpoint when that perception sort of came about?
Where you actually fe.lt the need to actually minister, enter the socio-political
scene?
(201)

CW:

(Sigh) Well, the ... "Towards the Multi-cultural Church" that we ran in '89, I
think was a kind of ... an occasion whereby God gave us, I don't want to sound
too spiritual here, but tlhe opportunity to go public on it. In other words, we
had to work through it on a local level. By ourselves, going to the townships.
By ourselves, making friends with black folk. By ourselves, standing ... taking
a stand against it.
(207)
Many of ... for example:, one of our pastors became a conscientious objector.
Or in fact, he was one before he came onto the pastoral team. And so, in many
ways, the Conference was a time when we could hold a measure of visibility
knowing that we had some sort credibility attached to it, because we'd sought
to work it into the life otf the Church.
(213)

In terms, of a ... a ratio, a cultural ratio in the Church, we've not achieved
much success in that area at all. I think, partly, it's because we were, in those
days, in a largely white suburb, or community. But I think I'd hide behind that
if I'd say that was the only thing. I don't have the full answer. But ..., but it was
a commitment that we had and different ministries to try and facilitate that.
We've not had a huge amount of success. I'm not sure that many people have
had, but we certainly, have not. We stated our intention from person
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(221)
to person, up to a public statement, but we've not had heaps of success in terms
of actually seeing the demographics of the church change. We're hoping that'll
change now with our new location. We've moved to the DL I... to the
racecourse. We're right on the AK squatter community of street refugees.
We're right by Toko:zo Hostel. Areas we've been working into for years now.
We've probably been working with AK, I don't want to lie, but I would
imagine, five to six years that we've been having people go in. From soup
kitchens, to just going in there and spending time with them, to befriending
them, to whatever and, er. And er ... But I would say, the ... the public, or the
visible took place round about '89 but prior to that, we've been doing a lot of
this sort of sowing, just ... grass roots level.

(233)
GT:

Maybe, it's an obvious question. Has the age group of people coming into the
church very much imJpacted into that kind of perception of inaudible society?
I'm actually thinking of now, I mean, students from campus coming down to
the church.

CW:

Well, we've always ha.d a very young church. When I took over the church, I
was 24 and it has been an area that I have really tried, because the whole ...
Olen, part of my desire has been to be, I think its Acts, 13:36, says that David
served the purpose of God in his generation. And that's been very much at the
forefront of my own leadership. I've tried to look at what the issues are facing
our generation. To findl out what the questions are before you'll provide the
answers. It's superficial, fickle to say Jesus is the answer if you don't know the
questions are. And so, we've really had to dig in to find what the questions of
our age are.

(247)
And so I work on campus, it has been very helpful. Being a University
chaplain has been very helpful because I've kept my finger on the pulse of the
Campus and the Technicon because that is part of our generation fashioning
and forming an opinion,. convictions in the Light.
(252)
And so, we've always maintained a fairly young Church and that has been a
desire of ours to see that continued, you know. At the moment, of the eight
pastors that we have, two of them are 25. The oldest guy is 45. So, probably
the aggregate age was eatrly 30's, I suppose. So, yes, I think that is true. The
younger folk are more open and understand the realities of the challenges
facing South Africa. Maybe they're even more idealistic, but therefore are a
little more ready for change to embrace those things.
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(261)
For example, some of our students didn't leave the res's when we became
predominantly black because they felt they were there on campus and, you
know, they weren't to leave because of the racial issue. It's little things like
that do tend to help 1io tend to fashion things.
GT;

Maybe a shift across. ...

CW:

Sure.

GT:

Um, church government for Glenridge. How has that developed over the years
and what is it's actual present status?

CW:

Okay. Er ... In the pa.st, we've held a similar conviction to the one we have
now, we just have more understanding to it. We believe, biblically, that the
eldership is the highest authority, in a local church. No. I think that warrant
some important points.
(27~
One: In an age whew democracy is almost made an idol, we find no Biblical
evidence of elders be:en elected, so we've had to stand by that. The question
then, of course, is how are they brought into office? In, I think, a much more
organic way. The one is, the people have to recognise their leadership
otherwise they could be leader by title but not by function.
(279)
Secondly: The elders themselves, their fellow ... or their fellow leaders need to
recognise them and s,ee them for the leadership they hold. And then thirdly:
We are linked into apostolic teams, led by Dudley Daniel, and all eldership
appointments have gone through the trans-local team who have an ongoing
relationship with the Church and who have brought about, I think, some
healthy perspectives lln the ordination thereof. So the th ... And then, of
course, the fourth one: The person must see it themselves.
(286)
So although we do not offer democracy, I think we have a very healthy fonn
of accountability. Thi:. people do voice, in the fonnal, or informally, their
support to the person,, therefore it's recognised. Secondly, the elders
[inaudible], we agree,. we've got to run with it. And thirdly, a trans-local frame
of reference is essential, and then fourthly, the person themselves, needs to be
in absolute agreemenit with that.
(292)
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And that has progressed over the years. Secondly, we have not adopted, for
want of a better phrase, a hire and fire mentality. All our leaders have ... are
guys who've come through the ranks locally. I don't go to a Bible College and
inaudible someone and say, I need a this or a that. All our guys have come
through ... Ashleigh, for example, as you know, had been in the pastorhood
elsewhere, but came here and was just part of the church for six years before
he came ... came through the ranks and was brought onto the team here.
Thirdly, or what ever the points are: We view biblically, that elders have a
fourfold job description, if you wish: They are, elders being the umbrella term,
they have to execute government or rulership, inaudible, presbytery.
Secondly: they are ov1erseers, episcopates, the whole picture that men who
understand the whole picture as best as they can in terms of God's community.
They're not stuck in a cause or one particular aspect of Church life, they see
the whole picture, they see the whole jigsaw puzzle if you wish.
(305)
Thirdly: A point whiclh I know is a secondary function, they need to be able to
lead and be able to take people on privately and publicly, personally and
corporately. And then fourthly: The pastoral side obviously, which is to
nurture, to care, to show concern for. So, very ... that's kind of a very brief
cameo outline. But those are the four ingredients, which we have built around.
So when we discuss nc!w team members, new elders that we want to bring on,
we always look on them in the light of that
(3 17)
Because they're home-grown, so to speak. They ... they, in a sense, have had
to come through the tests of character. We do not appoint men on the basis
of their gifting only. I Timothy: 4, says: speaks of life, gifts and doctrine. So
we look at them in terrns of the quality of their personality, their character,
their family - l Timothy: 3, Titus 1, you know those things. Secondly, their...
their gifting. They obviously have to exude the giftings necessary and then.
Thirdly, doctrine. They have to have a strong biblical foundation. Obviously,
because that's the foundation upon which we lead.
(325)

l

GT:

How does Glenridge pirovide that doctrinal basis [inaudible]?

CW:

Well, several ways: Number one: A couple of the pastors are studying
Theology through Unisa Secondly: We run our own Bible College led by a
guy who has a Masters Degree, although he is not the only one who lectures.
And in the Bible college we do the Bible Survey. We do the essential
doctrines. We do Creeds, Cults and Sects. We do Church History. [inaudible]
to know where you're going you have to know where you've come from, so we
do a comprehensive sn1dy of Church History.
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(335)
We also do periodic seminars on relevant matters: subjects from sexuality
through to abortion, to whatever. And then we do General Leadership
Training, which is ... tends to be more geared to character issues and gift
issues. Developing Gifting, that is priestly skills, [inaudible] Jesus; how to ...
srudy of text or Scripture; and gift skills as well as character skills. So we tend
to do that. I ... I'm also very much a guy who enjoys seeing something develop
on the ground. So we: regularly have teams going ... From locally, we've had
to minister to Churches around here through to Botswana, Zimbabwe,
Gazankulu, Zaire, to the East: Singapore, Hong Kong, India, whatever.
So, a part of the leadership development is academic and practical. Is quote,
unquote, spiritual, as well as quote, unquote, social.
(352)
We know that spirituia.lity embraces all of that for the sake of convenience. So
we ensure that our guys get exposed to soup kitchens, rural poverty, through
to the challenges of urban secularism.
GT:

And then, the meetirng of the people themselves, besides the Sunday service,
are there other meetings as well?
(357)

CW:

Sure. We view the Church, again I mention the eight pictures of the Church,
but we view the Church very much as an extension of the family and so
relationship is of the highest profile for us. That's why little things which are
very important for us, for example, no one calls me pastor and [inaudible)
other guys, because we feel it both unbiblical and unnecessary. Respect is
something that a person exudes. It's not a title. Does not provide respect.
(365)
We hold family, therefore, in the highest possible regard. So we have little
catch phrases [inaudible] to live by, where we say things like: Friendship
before Function. In other words, we want to develop into a relationship with
people, rather thanj1ust function together. Jesus said to his disciples, He said: I
call you servants, but I now call you friends. The dual nature of us working
together - we're friends but we function together.
(373)
So the whole relational angle of the church has always held the highest
possible profile. Little things, like, when we've had our birthday celebrations,
we've had a banquet at the Edward Hotel. We all got dressed up in our penguin
suits, and we have a. band play and we have a kind of, ja, full banquet, four
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course meal, that's a .... We've had "Nerd" parties, we've had ... ach, you name
it, really. Things that develop the relational side of it.

(378)
And then, in a more structured way, we run home groups, the function of
which is fourfold, re:ally, I use alliteration as most preachers tend to. It's to
integrate new people. It's to create a forum of intimacy whereby people feel
secure enough to be able to talk about their dreams as well as disasters and to
both be prayed into. Ibirdly, a time of intercession where prayer, praise holds
high profile. And the1n fourthly, impact. We feel that Christianity has such a
major thrust world-wide, that every aspect of the life of the Church needs to
have a world-wide thrust.

(391)
The Archl;>ishop William Temple, said many years ago, and unfortunately, it's
not true any more, he said that the Church is the only society that exists for it's
... the benefit of it's non-members. And we've lost that. That we are there to
salt and light, we are there to benefit the broader community. This city should·~
be richer, this suburb should be richer because we're here. We're not an
introspective, navel gazing, self-absorbing community of people where we
keep the God's peopli~ busy for as long as we can. Our thrust is to prepare them
for the world. Always thrust in the world, but always.
(400)
John's ... Jesus' p rayer, John 7 [inaudible], similarly, you know. But l want to
keep them, but no, in1to the world, I pray you protect them in the world. So all
of our thrust is world,-wide you know. Nobody ... no one has to go into a home
group. The President of the Natal Society of Arts, for example, is in Glenridge,
[inaudible] and he is 1out there [inaudible] with our full support. So whether
he's hosting a seminar, opening a art gallery, meeting at national level to
discuss the trends oHhe art community, we're by him, we pray for him, we
meet together, we talk about it. He's ... what be is doing, from our point view,
is as legitimate as is the guy who's lecturing at the Bible College.

(409)
Andrew Hudson's in 1the church. When Andrew goes to p lay cricket, where
ever he goes, the guy:s get behind him, they pray for him, support him, for
what he is doing is of supreme [inaudible].

(416)
Similarly, Anna [inaudible] is one of the world's authorities, they tell me. I'm
not a vitamin A expeirt, but apparently she is, and she sees it as an extension of
all we do, so when she goes out on a trip to go and present a paper in the
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States or Canada or somewhere, or some obscure place, we lay hands on her,
pray for her. Becaus,~ she's doing something that1s relevant for the Kingdom,
some [inaudible].
(422)

Because we don't see a split between the sacred and the secular. Everyone's
putting their calling :and our desire is to help them find their calling. The
structure of the chun;h, at the roots, is very relation, very friendship orientated.
(426)

GT:

And that impacts into the missionary focus of the church. I saw on the notice
board, there's, you know, a lot of people writing in from overseas and telling
you how they are.

CW:

Well, we believe that very clearly. If you take Jesus' last hours on the earth, er,
(sigh), it's obvious when you are about to die, you are going to say things that
are clo ... dearest to your heart. That's what you are going to deposit to your
family, to your friends. And every account of Jesus' last moments, be it
Matthew 6 ...
(437)
Matthew 28, Mark 16, John 20, Acts I, all are left. Jesus leaves us with the
mandate of: Go into all the world. I'm sending you into the world. Go into all
the nations. Witness in Jerusalem [inaudible) Sumeria. And it's almost as if
the climatic moment of Jesus' ministry was when he passed on the baton for
the disciples to go in and to influence and impact the world. And so, that is
very mucb part of our desire. If we train and it has no worldward thrust. it
becomes meaningless.
(444)

And so, we don't have a missions thrust per se. It's our desire to go and
disciple the nations. To influence and impact all ethnic groups which is the
[inaudible] nations' e:thnos, to influence and impact all ethnic groups. And that
influence and impact isn't only to take the Gospel to lead to conversions, it's to
go in and to actually,, in [inaudible] Covenant terms, to be a blessing
in all it's entirety.
(453)

Some places you go in and you set up schools; some places, you go in and set
up health clinics; some places, you go in and you teach on family. Depends on
what the situation is. Our vision is to go into fifty nations and to go plant
churches and to serv1e the communities. And obviously take the Gospel in, but
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the Gospel in it's fulllness. Not only the Gospel equals conversion. Paul writes
to Timothy, he says: It's God's will that all might be saved

(461)
and to come to the knowledge of the Truth. So, we want not only to lead them
to salvation, but the full quality of life.
GT:

Okay. And that's been a focus throughout?

CW:

Yes. Again it's been a progressive understanding. In the early days, we would
say radical things like: We hope in five years time there's none of you left here
and are all in differeia.t parts of the world. Which, of course, at that time in the
nation, it was quite dramatic because everyone was being accused of being on
the chicken run, you know. But we really felt in God that, that the Christians
in this nation, have such a rich heritage, that we needed to share with the
nations of the world.
(470)

It became more and more real to us as several of the leaders began to travel.
When I went to Japan for the first time, and I saw, I think, 120 million people,
less than a quarter of a per cent believe in Christ, it impacted. When I went to
India for the first time, with it's 900 million people, and similarly, less than
one per cent Christian, it sobered me.
(477)

1 went into Australia, which most people think is Anglo-Saxon and therefore it
should have a Faith, and the United Nations calls it a heathen nation, with it's
... I'm not sure of it's «!xact population, I th.ink it's 16 million or something, and
less than 4% go to any place of worship on a Sunday. That's Hindu, Muslim,
Christian, Mormon. You suddenly realise, that, er, particularly the East,
although not exclusively the Eastern Europe, vast communities are totally,
totally untouched by the Gospel.

(486)
So, our thrust has always been, Jerusalem. Our city. How can we impact our
city in all ofit's diversity. We started a pre-school. That's one of the other
things I mentioned earlier on, with a view towards establishing a multi-cultural
forum into which the lkids can get used to a multi-cultural community and not
go out with strangers :from others of other cultures. In our city, and in ever
increasing circles around it. So it's always been a major thrust.

(495)
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Right now, as a result of that, we've got folk from our church, who are from
the West Coast of Los Angeles, different parts of the States, London, Paris,
Botswana, India, Sin:gapore, Hong Kong, Australia, Japan. So right around the
globe. And more and more, you will see more and more of our folk. We are
sending one of our pastors to plant into Brisbane, Australia, next year. So it's
very much a view to go and impact the nations of the world.
(504)
GT:

And this encompass,es the New Covenant ministry focus as well?

CW:

Yeah. We are ... I am. part of the New Covenant Ministries' apostolic team. I
think, Glen, one of thte ... one of the concerns, or cautions I had from the
inception, was that I inever wanted to be independent. By independent, 1 mean,
without accountability; without a frame of reference. I think it's particularly
dangerous. I think that was one of the weaknesses of the Charismatic Move
per se. It's that a lot of churches were started out, which was good, but many of
the leaders chose the route of independence - in reality.
(5 15)
I'm not just talking about being linked into someone nebulously, and say: I'm
accountable. To me aiccountability means, that a man is able to speak into my
life. He's able to hold me to an account. It could be financial. It could be
personal. It could be my marriage. It could be in anything that I am, what is
better called, inter-dependent.
(521)

In other words, it has a measure of dependence, 'cause each local Church has
it's eldership of guys in authority, but it is inter-dependent to other guys so that
we minimise the poss:ibility of Churches spinning off, either doctrinally,
morally, financially 01r whatever. You minimise it, you can1t reduce it totally,
but you minimise it.
(528)
And if it happens, which it does, that a guy begins to spin off, that through the
relationship which lends to love and compassion and understanding, we're able
to bring about discipline and help the church through difficult times.
(532)
So I went through indc:pendence with the Invisible Church and saw all the
dangers of independence and I don't want that. I want ... but equally so, I don't
want to be child, childish, and to be dependent on everyone all the time.
There's an interdependlence in which, there's a dependence upon God and to
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get on with the job, b;ut equally so, I'm accountable to other men and other
churches as well.
(540)
GT:

I know there's a magazine, Let's Talk, which you're the editor of, when did
that actually get set up?

CW:

Er ... I'm not exactly sure. I would say five years ago, but I could be mistaken.
We could ask ... we c.;:,uld have a look just now. I can give you the exact date
of the first one. About five years ago.

GT:

Aie you the editor at 1the moment?

CW:

Yes.
(548)

GT:

Okay. And that's the mouthpiece of New Covenant Ministries?

CW:

Yes ...

GT:

Or Glenridge itself'?

CW:

No, no. It's ... [inaudible] Ministries International. As we began to go ... when
we first linked up witlh. New Covenant, there were only about five churches or
eight churches, but as the work began to grow, we felt that our
communications alwa.ys needs to be ... our administration needs to be
reassessed and improved upon without wastage. To be good stewards. And so
we decided that would be one of the ways in which we could do that.
(557)
Particularly as we began to work into other nations, so there ... it would
represent what we do .. It keeps the churches in contact with what we're doing
and hopefully it would be, at times, a prophetic mouthpiece which will declare
God's intention or God's correction for the Church. It's apostolic mouthpiece
whereby we're able to1challenge people [inaudible] for the nations of the
world. And now and again, also, bring in personality stories and whatever the
case maybe.
(567)

GT:

May we move into some other issues, New Covenant church government,
ministry focuses. Aie there any other ministry focuses other than mission,
you've mentioned the pre-school and social involvements, are there other ...
any other things that are ... that would be significant?

..
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CW:

From our point of view, Glen, as we moved ... looked at the issues, not that we
are an issue-orientated church, but part of our endeavour to impact our
generation, we've als10 wanted to be aware of what our generation's facing and
address it from a biblical frame ... point of view as best as we can anyway.
And so, I think, somf~ of the other areas that, that we've given time to
specifically, over and! above general church life, has been the issue of
sexuality.

(581)

I have, both in the 101:al Church, in the schools, at the University, have given
several addresses on the whole matter of sexuality. Quite honestly. Quite
blatantly, I would say, or whatever the appropriate word is. Because I feel that,
in a world in which tlhere is moral demo ... moral decay, moral blurred edges,
people trying to promote a kind of moral neutrality, which is simply based on
whether I think it's ri_ght or wrong, and letting that spill over into the sexual
area, it's left a lot of confusion in the minds of people.

'

(595)
From the personalised things, like masturbation, through to things that impact
my community, adultery, fornication and the like. And so, it's been something
... Of course, in the church, there are so many young people, single people,
one's ... one's had to ... restore some Biblical boundaries.

(602)
Now, in certain church circles, I have been almost, er, accused of being too
liberal, but it's one of those things where the liberalists say you are too
Victorian and those in the Church will say, I'm too liberal, you know. But I've
really done a long, hard search into Scripture and read fairly across the board,
you know, and had to make some conclusions. And equally so, in some areas,
like masturbation, Sc:ripture is not clear on. Actually a lot of the people say,
look the Bible is not clear on this, so let's read around it at a broader context
and not just focusing on one particular angle. So I think, that we have given
much address to and continue to do so.
(617)
GT:

Right.

CW:

I'd say, secondly, an area ofmy own passion and desire, is an area of seeing
the woman released. I think, particularly as an Afrikaner, which I am, I grew
up in a culture where there was a fair amount of the suppression of woman.
(626)
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I don't think women were given heaps of room to demonstrate their fullness,
you now, both in job creation, and their own identity and whatever. And
again, having gone back to Scripture, I have had to try to provide, to my
generation, something with Theology on women, on themselves, on their
feminine [inaudible) biblically, their role and contribution in the Church, in the
world. Try and clear up some of the matters which tends to put pressure on
women, like should a. woman work or shouldn't they work when they've got
kidsi they ... you know, married, kids - those kinds of things.
(637)
So we ... I've sought to, not because I felt: Gee, I'm going to be their
spokesman, I'm not a [inaudible], but I just felt in my leadership of the church,
it's an area that I addressed, initially, subconsciously almost, but then again
realised that it was more and more it was an issue. Clarity and confusion.
Clear up the clarity and confusion.

(646)
Recently, we've been giving, I think a fair focus to children. Really placing
them, fairly high priority. I think, I work with [inaudible] street children. I
work in prostitutes, o:r in the Point Road Area. I'm not personally involved in
that, but I have been at a distance as a kind of a frame of reference. We work
in the prisons.
(657)
Some of our guys work with the kids in the prisons. In the schools, we've got
teams going in to do an Aids Awareness thing at schoo1s, working through
Scripture Union. We',ve become more and more aware of the plight of
children. You know, 1hings like er, ... I did some cross-referencing with the
Council from Durban Girls' College and we had very similar statistics, that in
the region of, I think, 25 to ... every 25 to 30 girls out of a hundred have been,
or are being sexually abused by a father, a brother or close fami ly friend.
Horrific statistics, you know. And so we've had to learn how to address that.
And then once, kind of the worms climb out the woodwork, we've had to
counsel and help them. Um ... What else, Glen?
(673)

END OF SIDE A
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SIDEB
(000)
GT:

Okay, we were just discussing specific ministry focus. Maybe I can just
bounce back into the woman issue. Are you happy seeing women minister in
the Church itself?

CW:

Yeah. No ... ja. Whenever ... , whenever Paul, gives, particularly Paul, because
he gives most of the instruction on gifts of ministries, there's absolutely no
reference to gender. He's addressing the Church, there's no reference to age, so
it's not an adult ministry. It is ... And that's why it's my passion has been to see
young men come through, er, young men and women come through into
ministry. There's no reference to age, no reference to gender, or obviously
[inaudible] or any of other things that tend to discriminate. So we ... It is my
passion to see people come through to minister.

(053)
The one area in whic:b we ... we are fairly deadlocked at the moment, is: Can
women hold a position of government in the life of the church? Quite a tricky
one, really, and I've got friends who hold very dearly, [inaudible] to women:
Yes, a woman can and others who hold the converse position, that women
definitely can't.

(058)
Our position at the moment, is that we've not brought any woman onto a
position of governme:nt, that is, eldership. We've got women home group
leaders and in every other area of the church. But the final governing body, if
you wish, or the team, at the moment, is the eldership which is men. But with
their wives. Their wives are integrally involved. They attend the meetings,
their per. .. perceptions [inaudible], but [inaudibleJhave a comma attached to
my present theology. In other words, it is something that I continue to research
but that's the way I am at the moment. That's the kind of conviction I have.
That can change.

(063)
But in every other are.a of ministry, public and private, personal, corporate, we
give women complete freedom to go for it. And I must say they do an
outstanding job. They ... they have a real passionate heart for God's people and
in many instances, I find them to be, in fact all of them who are ministering in
the church, an absolute delight.
GT:

Right. May I just move into something more theological, in a sense. Is how do
you see, if you have, c:harismatic theology changing from your involvement
with the Invisible Chuirch to the present day?
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(070)
CW:

Er ... I think it's a tiricky question, because I'm not too sure what you mean by
charismatic theology.

GT:

Well, let's put it this way. The emphasis that charismatically inclined churches
have placed upon theology, how has that changed ...

CW:

Okay

GT

... over the years?
(073)

CW:

Okay. Well. It has ... It does tend to move from church to church. I think the
Charismatic Move, if we look at it historically, Church historians would
· probably say that the Charismatic Move per se, actually died in the late '80's
and out of that has been, because the Charismatic Move was actually
characterised by the calling of the Spirit of God which by and large did not
have a lot of structure. It didn't have a lot of government. It was quite
open-ended. It was like a flood that hit the world and the flood just came, and
burst the banks. Burst the Char ... the Anglican banks, the Pentecostal banks,
burst every kind of bank you can imagine, and just flooded the earth.
(082)
Almost like the Nile River, you know. Just laid this vast, rich sediment of
deposits in every church, irrespective of theology. And some rejected it and
some accepted it. Some withdrew from it and some embraced it. And what it
did do that was great, was it brought a fresh and free expression of the
operation of the gifts in a ... in, in a width, in a breadth that the Church hadn't
really experienced irn the past.
(088)
The Pentecostal Movement tended to bring a fresh understanding of the
anointing, but more so on select people. You know, you've got key figures,
T.O. Osborne, Katherine Kuhlman, key figures that were ... that ushered the
Pentecostals, and R. Roberts ... they brought the Pentecostal Move. The
Charismatic Movement tended just to burst those banks. Burst banks of
denominationalism. Burst banks ... whatever kind of bank you think of, it just
burst and just flooded over the globe.
(094)
But it seems as ifthatt wave began to retreat in the late '80's and out of it, ifit
was out of the deposit, the sediment that it left, many Churches began to crop
up all over the world. And you'll see many, many Churches that have been
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started up in the last, anything from twenty, fifteen years to five years. It
started out that can ... the sediment that came out of that kind of bursting of the
banks, which has been exciting.
(099)
For me, the regret has been, that many who experienced the Charismatic
Move, were so caught up by the blessing of it, never latched onto the next
phase, which was local Church. They never locked into a local Church. They
never locked into a family. They continued to float round from meeting to
meeting, and to perp<::tuate, Glen, for me, what Frances [inaudible] calls,
personal peace and prosperity.

(104)
In other words, it toolk the world view and I embraced it with "Hallelujah" and
"Praise the Lord". They ... they live for themselves. They went to meetings
where they could get blessed. And I think that was a wing of the charismatic
Church that never moved onto the next way that God had, which was very
clearly, the planting oflocal Churches. Families, communities, little armies, . ; ~
braais, whatever you want to call it, that had a particular job to do. They
wanted the blessing, lbut they kicked against the responsibility.

(111)
GT:

Right.

CW:

And many of them, therefore, became irrelevant to society. They made no
contribution to the broader community or to the local church. They simply
perpetuated their own blessing concern. Fortunately, it was a wing of it and
not the main thrust of it, because when he did get into the fresh season of
God, which was local'. Church and all that it held. So I think the theology that
was born out of that, was enjoy the [inaudible] of believers. [inaudible]
ministering but now let the river have banks and the banks are local churches.
And God began to restore the wineskin. The wine has come but now you must
fill the wine skin.
(121)
And the emergence of many of those churches that came through that, was part
of that. I think, related to that, ifl may say this, is the very healthful
emergence of the pri<::sthood of all believers and more and more moving away
from the one-man show, the high profile, highly anointed and highly big-time
dude, into the people of God doing the work of the ministry.
(127)

JI
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Now of course, some~ Churches within this new [inaudible], still try to
reproduce Pentecostalism. You know, get up there and there's usually an outfit
and do their [inaudible]. But I think they've missed it because the Charismatic
Move, God wanted to break forth gifts of ministries, the priesthood of
all-believers. Now, I 1think this present Move of God, incidentally, is God
reminding us that thalt was what He had in mind. That He really is not into
show boat, the super farn..ies doing al 1 ... everything and the other guys just
kind of, also, runs.
(134)

I think, furthermore, there has been a clear cry for doctrine. To use, maybe an
irreverent illustration, but one of beer which helps to describe it. I you look at
a beer, a good beer is both head and substance. We take the substance where
it becomes bland and taste ... not tasteless, but unpleasant to the taste. To
simply sip the froth y,::m'll never get satisfied.
(142)

And I think that so aptly describes it because the Charismatic Movement had
the life of the Spirit, tlhe energy, the excitement, the power, the manifestation,
but after a while people drank-that and ... and they wanted more. They wanted
relationships. They wanted reality. They wanted integrity. They wanted
quality. They wanted to make a contribution. That was the substance of it.
(147)
And I think that, as the Charismatic Move began to wane, God brought both
the froth, continued the life, and I don't mean that in a ... in a derogatory sense,
the power, the life, the healing, the supernatural, but now He brought
substance to it.
(151)

And part of the substance was wine skin, church government, church order.
But part of it, also, was doctrine. So that you don't just have flaky people
running around just bdieving anything, doing anything and unaccountable.
Excuse me.
(154)

But they also have a s1trong conviction of the age-old, if you wish, the
apostolic creed, the foundational doctrines that come out of Scripture and
church history. Am I alllSwering your question?
GT:

f,,,,

Yes, no you are. Then:'s been a shift basically from tlhat kind of loose to a
more...
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CW:

Yes, I think so. More order. Every time as ... 1 ¢ink I quoted the poem of
Turner, history repe:ats itself ...

GT:

Yes. That's right.

(160)
CW:

... and part of my [iJ;1audible] of history repeating itself, is that people would
own that move of God and that was never the intention of the wineskin. It was
never meant to be [inaudible], throttle it by a few who want to hold it. What it
taught me, ifl ... God taught me during that time, Glen. to lead with an open
hand. In other words, Lord, I'm leading, I'm not owning ...

GT:

Right.

CW:

... I'm the steward. Or in Matthew 25, analogy, I'm a eunuch of the bride.
(167)

I don't own the bride, I'm there to look after the bride. So God can do with that
bride whatever he wishes. I think it's part of fresh perspective even in terms of
leadership. I think, that as we moved over to charismatic thinking, part of the
renewal of theology was also leadership, you know. Not only our doctrine that
needs to be secure and strong and having stood the test of time, the
timelessness of Scripture and Church history, but also the quality of church
leadership that again. we came back to biblical matters of character, and
personhood, and lifestyle, and quality of relationships.
(174)
The Charismatic Move, the focus was on anointing, anointing, anointing.
Anointing [inaudible:] . If you were divorced five times, if you were ... it didn't
seem to matter. People weren't too fussed by it. Not everywhere, but in certain
qdarters. And I think as the way as we ... people sort of started saying: No,
hang on a second, I want more than anointing. I want someone who's
character; someone who's got a lifestyle that I can emulate; that I can imitate.

(181)
And I think those were positive continuations of the er ... Charismatic Move.
Anointing's good but add character. Anointing's good, but add doctrine.
Anointing's good but add church government Paul said this in Acts ... urn,
Acts 20. I think it's v,erse 19, but he said we do not fail to present to you the
full counsel of God's will. And I think, part of what happened in the
Charismatic Move moved on, and the wineskin got added to the wine, was that
we got the full couns,el of God's Will. So that we didn't just look at certain
texts.
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(188)

If you look at Galatfans 2, Paul says after leaving Jerusalem, he said: they
asked us not to forge:t the poor. In the Charismatic Move the poor didn't exist.
Never let anyone pre:ach about the poor, the naked, the impoverished, the
oppressed because o:f the excitement of it all. But God added the wine skin
which included the poor, the responsible for ... the responsibility for injustices
and oppression.

(193)
So, you see things like Derek Morphew's paper on, on er ... human rights, you
know. Those sort of things, things that are coming through, because God was
adding to the quality of the Move. So the historians wouldn't simply look at it
and say: Well it was good but it was too flowery. They'd be able to look at it
and say: There was a lot oflife to it. But, if you scratch below the surface,
there was a touching of the poor, the naked, the oppressed. There was a width
to the Gospel.
(199)
GT:

Right. No thank you. I think that's captured the ... I think one last question
getting back to specific ministry focuses. Um, I know Glenridge is a praying
Church, could you maybe, just explain the concept of prayer as it's exercised
in Glenridge itself?

CW:

Okay. When we start1ed the church, we ... our ... our... what do they say, wn...
What's the mother of invention? Necessity is the mother of invention. When
we started the Church, we really knew that we didn't know a whole lot. And so
what we did, we started meeting on Mon, Wednesday nights for prayer, and
then we'd have a Sunday evening meeting. And we realised in the early days,
that if we were to ... if we were to ... fulfil anything, it would have to be born
out of prayer...

(210)
GT:

Right.

CW:

...'Cause prayer doesm1t change God, but prayer changes us. Prayer changes the
air between us to the .atmosphere• the spiritual atmosphere. We didn't
understand spiritual warfare and all those things. That we acquired later on
down the road. So in ithe foundation, prayer was centre place. Then 1985, as an
eldership, we felt Goel wanted us to pray and fast for three weeks.
(217)
We didn't understand why and we looked at different fasts in Scripture. We
had eight months to teach on it and we concluded that we would have a kind
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of Daniel fast, which was soup and fruit juice. And for three weeks, we met
every night, praying. And we felt continuously, God wanted us to pray for the
nation. That was like the major thrust. And in the middle, almost to the day,
PW Botha got up andl gave his Rubicon Speech over the Town Hall.
(222)

And, of course, we weren't to know that it would have such historical value to
us. Our initial reaction was one of serious disappointment, almost
disillusionment, and for some, despair, because we'd thought we were praying
to actually do something good and in the middle of it, it seemed that the nation
was being thrust back. But we persevered. And we prayed through the three
weeks.
(227)

And then we had sevi:ral other chWlky periods of time, and then one ... I think
it was 1991, we had :a ten day water-only fast. Again meeting every night,
fasting and praying. Now, you might ask: why did we deem that, that
important. I think, um, part of our theological understanding has made us
realise that, er, we ne,ed to execute, exercise a certain authority which we have
in Christ, an inherent authority as much as we have in Christ, whereby we can
help shift the atmosphere over cities, over the nation and beyond.
(237)

We're not audacious as to exaggerate the impact that we have. But we do
realise, and we can't quantify it, that there is an impact that we will have. The
clearest, of course, w:as seen during the election period, which everyone, even
the secularists, admit1ted there was a miracle. They just can't ... don't know who
to thank for it, but th~:y agreed to it.
(242)

And so, we have felt :particularly that ... that the traumatic years of our nation,
that God periodically calls to pray and to fast. I must say, that there was, on
several occasions, where there was more than a touch of anger, because
everyone else was revelling in our privilege, and while we were kind of
grovelling with our soup, or our fruit juice or our water.
(248)
And so, as we began to understand prayer more, not that we feel that we really
understood it entirely, but we felt God was mobilising us as an army and part
of the broader Church in this nation, and beyond, when we were receiving
faxes.from people all over the world saying they were praying for us - to pray
for our nation; that much of the turmoil that was happening in the heavens, we
could have a kind of Divine influence upon order ... bringing a kind of divine
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order to, so that, what is set in place up there, would actually spill over onto
the ground.

(256)
So, wn, yeah. I think, that's about it. So it's been a cornerstone from the
beginning. We've ha.d chunky periods of fasting. It would appear every time,
historically, it's very significant - although we never knew it at the time. Nor
would we suggest that we were kind of the kingpin. l think that God was
mobilising people all over the nation to do so. We were just kind of making
our contribution to the jigsaw puzzle. And it would seem as if most of that
prayer time, was [inaudible].
(263)
We still pray every Saturday morning at the church. Unfortunately, like most
churches, we ... we don't get the whole community out, the whole church out.
We probably get about 150, 200 people out to pray on a Saturday morning
early. Um ... And content of that prayer-life does change. We have felt as a
nation, we need to be:come givers in order to ... that God will bless us.
(270)
And so we are ... we have seen our prayer-life also begin to pray into other
nations. We have lots of flags in our church, I don't know if you've seen
them? And we pray for those nations, pray for those countries. We saw some
of those nations. We send money to churches in those nations. All part of
what we feel, we need to break from that old laager mindset of South Africa,
being a hat-in-hand, kind of nation, that we need to be a giving nation, a
blessing_ nation.

(277)
So we want to bless vvith our prayers; bless with our praise; bless with our
finances; bless with our people; send our people to the nations. Because we
feel South Africa will be richer for it, in keeping with the biblical principle of
sowing and reaping.
GT:

Are there any other things that come to mind.
[Telephone rings]

CW:

Just let me grab this call.
[Short interruption]
I think there has been a real quest within the Charismatic Move for ... for
greater unity. I think that is something that really needs to be noted. Our
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conviction is that w1ity comes not by organisations, but through relationships.
And it equally doesn't mean that leads to uniformity, because again, we are
God's workmanship so He can make us very different, and yet we can be
whole - one heart, one mind, one [inaudible].
(291)
And again, if you look at unity and you study it, you'll see in Ephesians 4,
speaks of unity of thte Spirit, which means that we agree in our heart, one
mind, one [inaudible], we agree with the Holy Spirit agrees, He brings
agreement but that dloesn't mean we necessarily like or approve everything
everyone does. But we find commonness in God.
(296)
And then it says, until we reach unity of the Faith, I'm not too sure what that
means, what that will look like at the end of the day. So what we've done,
Glen, is we have sought through relationship, to keep in regular contact with
the other men in the area. For example, a couple of years back, we facilitated a
meeting of the ministers in the area, a braai at the University, because we've . ,
got a neutral Carnpus,just to meet with the guys. We're not in competition.
We are there to compliment each other, to get the job done.
(304)
When George Irvine, a local Methodist moved into town, we sent him a gift
from the church and said: Hi, welcome. I took him to lunch, you know. Just so
that there is a relatiornal continuity happening and even though he doesn't agree
with everything I do, I don't agree with everything he does, at the end of the
day, we are part of th,:: family and we can set aside our differences to speak
well of each other. S01 where we have felt, for example, th.at he has done things
that we've not agreed with, we're quite [inaudible] because there's been a good
solid relationship, bas:ed ...
(312)
1 have irregular but c0tnsistent lunches, or breakfasts or coffees with different
guys around the city. 'When Michael Cassidy does something in Town, we
attend it, we support i1t. Again we don't always agree with the modus operandi.
But the broader thing, has to find reference in what we do, so we're not just
locked into our own thing. Or even what the New Covenant Ministries is
doing although we're primarily committed to that, we see the validity of unity,
and it's impact. The prayer time at King's Park would be a case in point, under
Michael Cassidy.

(321)
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So whenever there's something happening in town, we try, at least let one of
the pastors, or two of the pastors go, attend, make a contribution if we can, be
it financial, be it personnel, be it whatever the case may be. If someone else is
hosting something, like Ian Gauley is this week. They're having Terry Virgo
in. I get our guys to go across and to support it. Because we really believe
relationship, unity \.\rill come through, through relationship. When you love
guys and you enjoy being together, there's a bonding of ... of ... of heart. Then
when the differences come, you can ride through them, you can talk through
them, you can discuss them, because you're not coming clinically as one
church official to aniother church official, you're coming as friends.
(330)
And I think that has done a lot to alleviate suspicion. It's done a lot to alleviate
differences and somi~times we ... I ... So the only conclusion we have, is that
we agree to disagree. But that's fine. Because at least the relationships are
being sustained. So, I think it's been one of the major strengths that has flowed
out of the Charismatic Move, is God burst His banks. Everyone who's honest
will have to say: God is no respecter of personal churches. He will call forth
His blessing. And soi the Anglicans had to acknowledge the Baptists; the
Pentecostals, the Ch:arismatics. And I think that's been very helpful. We can
maintain our own idi~ntity, be it theology or modus operandi, and yet still find
there's enough in it t10 agree upon in Christ. So, I think that has been a major
point.

(343)
It still needs a lot of hard work. Still needs a lot of hard work, but there's a
whole lot of ground 1that1s been gained. From my limited understanding of the
pre-'80 days, I think we've gained lots and lots of ground which has been very
encouraging.
GT:

Thank you. I don't thJnk I've asked you this question. When was Glenridge
actually founded?

CW:

When?

GT:

Ja
(348)

CW:

1983. September, 1983. We just drove around trying to think of a name that
would be relevant to the community. I'm a very unreligious guy. I don't go for
religious trappings o:r trimmings. Er, I find it irrelevant and I'm ... I'm asked,
always asked the qm::stion: Why? If it's not in the Bible, why should we do it
that way.

(353)
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And so we thought we wanted a name that represents the geographical
locality in which we live, which people can identify with, and initially we said:
Christian Fellowship. Christian, obviously because that's who we are and,
Fellowship, represt:nting what we wanted to be. But then as we began to
understand the Chutrch's mandate more and more, we changed the name of it to
Church, representing who we are [inaudible], and International, because, as
you've heard, a major thrust of ours, is into the nations from my neighbour,
who is the nations through to the outermost parts of the earth.
GT:

Right, thank you vi;:ry much Chris.

CW:

Right I hope that was helpful.
(363)

END OF INTERVIEW

